
 

FIELD NOTES | CENTERING ANTI-

RACIST AND EQUITY FRAMEWORKS 

IN ANTI-POVERTY WORK 
 

BY ALISON HOMER AND MAUREEN OWENS 
 

In response to learning requests from several Communities Ending Poverty 

(CEP) members, Tamarack’s Vibrant Communities hosted two 

conversations that explored how CEP members were developing, 

implementing, and centering anti-racist and equity frameworks in their 

anti-poverty work.  
 

DISCUSSION OVERVIEW 
 

Through two virtual roundtable 
conversations held in May and June 
2022, CEP member communities were 
asked to speak to: 
 

• How they began shifting 
mindsets to actively tackle anti-
racism 

• What internal and external 
actions demonstrate their 
commitment to anti-racism and 
equity 

• How they created space to think 
outside of the box with new 
partners and to integrate new 
ideas into practice 

• What has worked well, what 
challenges were navigated, and 
what advice they had to share. 

CONTRIBUTING COMMUNITIES 

ENDING POVERTY MEMBERS 

• Marcie Dewitt, Alberni Clayoquot Health Network 

• Austin Lui and Riya Talwar, City of Vancouver 

Strategic Initiatives Team 

• Erick Ambtman, EndPovertyEdmonton 

• Dominica Mcpherson, Guelph-Wellington Task 

Force for Poverty Elimination 

• Colleen Christopherson-Cote, Saskatoon Poverty 

Reduction Partnership 

• Paige Monck-Whip, Wellbeing Waterloo Region 

• Kahla Pretty, Winnipeg Poverty Reduction Council 

• Meaghon Reid, Vibrant Communities Calgary 

• Natalie Doyle, Ville de Montréal Service de la 

Diversité et de l'Inclusion Sociale 
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ALBERNI CLAYOQUOT HEALTH NETWORK 

 

The Alberni Clayoquot Health Network is focused on 

bringing community voices forward as they apply a 

social determinants of health lens to municipal and 

community-led decision-making. 

 

 They have shifted mindsets and created space to 

think outside of the box with new partners by ensuring 

that community voices are at the centre to their 

direction. For this reason, the Network’s leadership 

table has the task of finding the resources to support 

those decisions. 

 

Intentional engagement 

 In 2015, the network took on being more intentional about engaging with people living in poverty, to 

start, by articulating four action-oriented equity-building mechanisms: 

 

• Developing a communications and engagement plan that depicts how they engage from the 

grassroots level through decision-making and resourcing 

• Being intentional about representation at the table and in the community voice, including how 

they overcome tokenism and ensure that participation is meaningful 

• Adopting consensus-based decision-making, making sure meetings are facilitated rather than 

simply chaired and reconsidering how power can be shared with communities, and to ensure 

that community ideas are integrated to practice 

• In agenda planning, making sure that they build in the time for relationship-building and are 

intentional about it, particularly with local rural and First Nations communities. 

 

Seven years later 

In the seven years since the Alberni Clayoquot Health Network prioritized this work, they are just 

starting to see their relationship-building efforts paying off. They have also developed a strong 

foundation of trust, and now have access to a wealth of diverse people and stories that can help 

educate decision-makers – particularly since decision-makers in the organizations the Network works 

with do not always reflect the diversity of the populations they serve. 

 

Developing the poverty reduction action plan 

In developing the Network’s poverty reduction action plan (2020-21), they noted that most feedback 

received from the community was around racism and equity. For this reason they embedded a 

framework that was adopted from a Urban Sustainability Directors Network (USDN) paper Equity in 

Sustainability: An Equity Scan of Local Government Sustainability Programs. 

The USDN resource centres equity in four principles: 

Alberni Clayoquot Health Network 

is a community-driven mechanism 

that speaks with a collective voice 

on regional and local health issues; 

builds partnerships and capacity; 

shares concerns, ideas and 

resources; and creates innovative 

solutions that impact the social 

determinants of health and support 

sustainable healthy communities 

https://achn.ca/
https://www.usdn.org/
https://www.usdn.org/uploads/cms/documents/usdn_equity_scan_sept_2014_final.pdf
https://www.usdn.org/uploads/cms/documents/usdn_equity_scan_sept_2014_final.pdf
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• Procedural Equity (inclusion) 

• Distributional Equity (access) 

• Structural Equity (dynamics) 

• Transgenerational Equity (impact) 

 

Next steps 
The Network now sees several opportunities as they transition to a more active phase of their work: 
 

• Applying an equity lens in planning, engaging, and prioritizing the needs of those most affected 
by decisions 

• Increasing community education and action around Truth and Reconciliation Commission of 
Canada’s calls to action and the United Nation’s Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

• Researching and supporting the development of interventions in physical, social and mental 
health that address the stigma associated with mental health, race, gender and income 

• Developing a human rights-based equity framework with guidelines around how municipalities 
could action it 
 

CITY OF VANCOUVER STRATEGIC INITIATIVES TEAM 
 

Unpacking equity 
The City of Vancouver recognizes equity as both a process 
(the replacement of policies, practices, attitudes and cultural 
messages that reinforce differential outcomes or fail to 
eliminate them) and an outcome (the condition that would 
be achieved if one’s identity no longer predicted how one 
fares). 
 
While the City had started to develop a poverty reduction 
plan in 2017, the process was put on pause as they realized 
they hadn’t been taking an anti-racist and equity-centred 
approach. 
  
Getting their house in order 
Their Poverty Reduction Advisory Committee, which included experts with lived/living experience, 
highlighted that, in order to effectively respond to inequity, the City would need to first ‘get their house 
in order.’ This included naming and addressing systemic inequities that benefit and favour some groups 
and often disproportionately impact cultural communities; transform structures, policies and processes 
to balance power and influence; and amplify and affirm the dignity and rights of all people by centering 
diverse voices. 
 
As they become more intentional about equity work, the City reflected on several questions, which 
included the following: 
 

• How do decision-making, policies, and investments disproportionately benefit some groups over 
others? 

The City of Vancouver is defined 
by its natural surroundings, 
strong economy and diverse 
population. They envision a city 
where those who are 
marginalized most are neither 
excluded from care, nor an 
opportunity for flourishing. 
Rather, they are systemically 
prioritized for it. 

https://vancouver.ca/people-programs/poverty-reduction-plan.aspx
https://vancouver.ca/people-programs/poverty-reduction-plan.aspx
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• How does the City as an employer reflects the population that it serves? 
• How can the City form better relationships with equity-denied groups 
• What is the role of the City as a leader, employer, policymaker, regulator, grantor and 

representative of its residents? 
  
The 2021 Equity Framework 
Development of the City’s 2021 Equity Framework was a collaborative process that involved internal 
groups across City departments and external partners. Relationship-centred and responsive, it helps to 
shift mindsets. 
 
The framework is a bold declaration that says, “We’re doing equity work, and this is our orientation to 
it.” 
 
It also does the following: 

• Articulates the City’s overarching approach to equity 
• Provides the conceptual underpinnings for the City’s approach to equity 
• Articulates core commitments 
• Maps out the relationship between this and other City Frameworks/Strategies 
• Identifies broad priority areas in which work needs to be done 
• Provides a set of common definitions 
• Offers resources/tools that elaborate on some of the core concepts 

 
The adoption of the Equity Framework solidifies the foundations for significant internal work that the 
City needs to do to have equitable outcomes for communities across Indigenous rights, racial justice, 
intersectionality, and systems. It is important to note that the equity framework is complementary and 
supporting to the Reconciliation Framework and does not replace it. 
  
Vancouver’s current equity priorities 
The City has introduced various municipal priorities that demonstrate an active commitment to equity-
building and a plan for moving ideas to practice. 
 
These include the following: 

• Actioning the Equity Framework including communicating key messages to all City employees 
• Setting three- year organizational equity goals, associated metrics and success indicators 
• Building a public equity dashboard to show departmental goals and actions and incorporate 

across work plans 
• Assessing internal resources and opportunities for prioritization to resource this work and 

incorporating resourcing needs to annual budgets 
• Updating the Equity Framework, assessment, and equity goals every three years 

  
 
Upcoming poverty reduction plan 
The City’s upcoming poverty reduction plan intends to weave together the many dimensions of their 
equity work, including: 

• the Equity Framework 
• the Healthy City Strategy 
• the Accessibility Strategy 
• a Childcare Strategy 

https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/equity-framework.pdf
https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/equity-framework.pdf
https://vancouver.ca/people-programs/healthy-city-strategy-background.aspx
https://vancouver.ca/people-programs/accessibility-strategy.aspx
https://vancouver.ca/people-programs/vancouvers-childcare-approach.aspx
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• community benefits agreements 
• anti-racism initiatives 
• the reduced fare transit pilot 
• Indigenous economic well-being. 

 
ENDPOVERTYEDMONTON 

 
EndPovertyEdmonton (EPE) works to ensure that every 
Edmontonian has the opportunity to thrive. They recognize 
that programs alone will never solve poverty, as the systems 
stacked against people continue to reenforce it.  
 
Instead, they believe that a community can eliminate poverty 
through a systems-focused approach that targets eight big 
Game Changer areas. To eliminate poverty, each of these big 
guiding ideas – including anti-racism – must be addressed. As 
they have become more intentional about their equity-
building work, they have sharpened their focus on income 
and employment to be responsive to the strong correlation 
between income and racism.  
 
In becoming more intentional about anti-racism and understanding that if we don’t know what systemic 
racism looks, we can’t figure out how to solve it, EPE zoned in on race-based data. Funded by the City of 
Edmonton through defunded police money, they created space to think outside the box with partners, 
and to shift mindsets. EPE created a committee of more than 50 local systems stakeholders that are now 
developing policies that support the ethical collection and use of race-based data.  
 
Other actions that demonstrate EPE’s active commitment to equity-building include: 

• Creating policies, practices and pathways that will foster the movement of racialized people 
from front line through to top level management positions in the local non-profit sector 

• Creating space for and being responsive to Edmonton’s Indigenous Circle, who identified the 
need for leadership and capacity building within the Indigenous community. Together, they are 
creating systems so that as opportunities are created, Indigenous people are ready and able to 
take on more senior roles. 

• Supporting the development and implementation of supportive municipal policies, including the 
City of Edmonton’s Social Procurement and Living Wage policies 

• Supporting the City of Edmonton to require local construction companies to employ a given 
percentage of diverse workers into jobs (e.g., women, youth, newcomers and Indigenous) that 
they would not otherwise be able to access 

• Working with unions to recruit Indigenous people, newcomers, women, and youth into stable, 
well-paid, and in-demand jobs 

 
 
 
 
 

EndPovertyEdmonton (EPE) is a 

community initiative working 

towards prosperity for all 

through advancing reconciliation, 

the elimination of racism, livable 

incomes, affordable housing, 

accessible and affordable transit, 

affordable and quality childcare, 

and access to mental health 

services and addiction supports.  

https://vancouver.ca/people-programs/anti-racism.aspx
https://www.tamarackcommunity.ca/library/case-study-city-of-vancouver-reduced-fare-transit-pilot-benefits-beyond-cost?hsLang=en-us
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GUELPH & WELLINGTON TASK FORCE FOR POVERTY ELIMINATION  
  

  
  
Guelph-Wellington became more intentional about anti-oppression work in 2017, as they shifted 
mindsets by introducing the concept of intersectionality. This included recognizing that to effectively 
eliminate poverty, all aspects of someone’s experience with oppression, and how systems reinforce that 
oppression, need to be considered. The group initially focused their efforts internally. They created 
space to think outside the box with new partners by launching an intersectionality committee. Ideas 
were integrated to practice through recommendations this committee made directly to their steering 
committee.   
   
Ways that the Task Force demonstrated a commitment to anti-oppression and took an active approach 
included:  

1. Shifting language to more inclusive, racially aware language. Consciously thinking about 
words and how they shape our thoughts and actions, and how they might demean and 
exclude others  
2. Create a safe and inclusive workplace with mandatory training that reduces risks to 
employees.  
3. Prioritizing relationship building, especially with individuals and groups most impacted, 
and by adopting a reciprocal – never an extractive – lens  
4. Honoring where partner organizations were at and supporting them on the ground  
5. Formalizing practices to remove barriers to participation like honorariums and childcare  
6. Acknowledging these new priorities in their budget to ensure that their allocation of 
resources reflected the task force’s renewed values  
7. Conducting a full membership review and facilitating the shift within their governance, 
membership, and leadership structures to ensure that representation reflected the diverse 
populations with which they worked.  
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Current efforts include focusing on embedding a firm anti-oppression lens as a foundation to all their 
work, continuing to build diverse representation to ensure that those most impacted by poverty were 
represented in leadership roles, and undergoing strategic planning that meaningfully engages 
community members and groups to support accountability and grounding for the work to come.   

 

SASKATOON POVERTY REDUCTION PARTNERSHIP 
 

The Saskatoon Poverty Reduction 
Partnership (SPRP) recognizes poverty as a complex 
interconnected issue. When COVID-19 hit, the 
organization knew that an effective pandemic 
response would need to actively consider the health 
and equity of populations already disproportionately 
impacted by racism and poverty. Recognizing the 
need to focus their efforts on the space where policy 
and practice interface, they brought 190 people 
together through the Saskatoon Interagency 
Response, which functioned as the community’s 
Vulnerable Sector Incident Command Structure. 
  
Addressing critical gaps 
While all ideas from SPRP’s 12 Bold Ideas to Eliminate Poverty plan remained relevant throughout the 
pandemic, critical gaps emerged, particularly around the following areas: 

• Housing (e.g., systems discharging people into homelessness) 
• Public washrooms (e.g., vulnerable community members went more than 100 days mid-

pandemic without access) 
• The digital divide (e.g., access to technology including devices and internet) 
• Provincial investment (e.g., the need for the provincial government to invest in the local-level 

response). 
SPRP updated their plan to explicitly name these priorities. 
 
  
Saskatoon’s Anti-Racism Network 
The Partnership decided that they needed to be even more bold about the way they talked about the 
interface between poverty and the legacies and realities of racism. Creating space to think outside the 
box, they collaborated with Saskatoon’s Anti-Racism Network (ARN), a small group of folks incredibly 
committed to embedding anti-racist and anti-oppressive education into systems. Together, SPRP and 
the ARN explored how racism was rooted in each of the Bold Ideas. They recognized that, while anti-
poverty efforts usually consider programmatic solutions, what is really needed is a fundamental shift in 
policy. 
 
Based in a firm belief that poverty is created because of a lack of, or inappropriate, policies that are 
designed purposely to exclude people, they shifted their thinking from filling gaps to recognizing that 
service gaps shouldn’t exist in the first place. They also explored how new policies could be rooted in 
equity and inclusion. 
  

Saskatoon Poverty Reduction Partnership 

is comprised of more than 100 partners 

representing more than 60 agencies 

across jurisdictions and the human 

services systems. They apply a collective 

impact model, a constellation governance 

structure, and are backboned by a local 

community agency. 

https://unitedwaysaskatoon.ca/saskatoon-poverty-reduction-partnership/
https://unitedwaysaskatoon.ca/saskatoon-poverty-reduction-partnership/
https://saskatooninteragencyresponse.ca/
https://saskatooninteragencyresponse.ca/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QPLHdiVGHCxJV6nDsY6aeDalDwAA3Sf4/view?usp=sharing
https://www.facebook.com/arnetworksask/
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Questions for reflection 
Questions that SPRP and ARN reflected on included the following: 

• How do we make brave and bold decisions to stop doing the same things over and over? 
• How do we disrupt and dismantle systems? 
• How can policies be rewritten to ensure the implementation of the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission of Canada’s Calls to Action – specifically Call to Action #47 (see call-out box)? 
• How can colonial policymakers design and implement effective policies when the realities and 

legacies of failed Treaties, The Indian Act and all associated structures exist? 
  
Next steps 
 
Recognizing that equity- and inclusion-building requires all partners to understand privilege, power and 
constructs of race, SPRP will continue to shift mindsets by implementing mandatory training for all 
partners, and by gaining commitment from each partner that they will train their own agencies 
(including staff, decision makers, funders, boards of directors, and volunteers). Next steps include 
adding youth coordinators and an Elder’s advisory committee, enhancing training modules and creating 
policy review toolkits and a targeted media campaign. 
 
SPRP and APN plan to conduct a full review of the 12 Bold Ideas and associated policy recommendations 
from an anti-racist and equity-building lens. SPRP will then take the following actions: 
 

• Reframe all of its work with anti-racist and anti-oppressive language 
• Integrate Gender-Based Analysis Plus (GBA+) and values-based (including equity, wellness, 

understanding, connection, sustainability and recovery) frameworks 
• Continue to explore and action anti-poverty and equity-building conversations from a human 

rights approach. 

 
VIBRANT COMMUNITIES CALGARY 
 

In addressing what we can do to fix poverty, Vibrant 

Communities Calgary incorporates a Blackfoot worldview, which 

includes having empathy and compassion, building mutual 

respect, learning from lived/living experiences, and providing 

opportunities to help people become independent and resilient. 

 

Racialized people are overrepresented in poverty – particularly 

deep poverty – and are less likely to be employed and to be 

accessing benefits like the Canada Child Benefit1. They are also 

more likely to have poorer health outcomes and lack community belonging. 

 

VCC recognizes the importance of ‘walking the talk,’ and that it is just as important for us to exemplify 

what we expect others to do. Anti-poverty initiatives cannot get external credibility if we are not doing 

 
1 Poverty Snapshot in Calgary 

Vibrant Communities Calgary’s 

vision is a community where 

there is enough for all. They 

create opportunities to align 

and leverage the work of 

hundreds of organizations and 

thousands of Calgarians to 

reduce poverty in their city. 

https://nctr.ca/about/history-of-the-trc/trc-website/
https://nctr.ca/about/history-of-the-trc/trc-website/
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the internal work ourselves.  

 

Some questions that they recommend that anti-poverty initiatives reflect on include: 

• Does the diversity of your board and staff reflect the diversity of the populations you serve? 

• Do you have succession plans in place to ensure that racialized leaders and those with 

lived/living experience have clear pathways to leadership roles? 

•  Are you decolonizing your HR and other organizational policies (e.g. do you provide flexibility 

in observed holidays)? 

• Are you decolonizing your meetings (e.g. do you still use an agenda and robust rules of order)? 

• Are you strategically spending your funds (e.g. in a way that contributes to the solution by 

putting money into the hands of black and Indigenous-owned organizations?) 

• How you decide what opportunities to speak at and participate in (e.g. are you able to say no 

to those which lack diversity and do you recommend racialized and leaders with lived/lived 

experience to speak in your place)? 

• For events, do you have an Indigenous advisory committee, are you intentional about 

recruiting racialized speakers, and are you paying them adequately for their expertise? 

• To what extent are you moving beyond land acknowledgements in Indigenous engagement 

(e.g. how many elders are you working with, are you paying them adequately, and how much 

of your budget is allocated to your Indigenous strategy)? 

 

Ways that VCC shifts mindsets and creates space to think outside the box with new partners include: 

• Using media and communications to create opportunities for conversation, such as their Let’s 

Talk Poverty podcast series that they use as a platform to profile diverse leaders 

 

Next steps include assessing the strengths and gaps of Calgary’s Enough for All strategy from a GBA+ 

lens, developing principles of equity and diversity, and using these to create an EDI framework that 

can guide future strategy, planning, activities, implementation, and reporting. To improve coordinated 

municipal and provincial measurement and response, they also plan to work with the City of Calgary 

and the Government of Alberta on how its many municipal EDI strategies can connect, and how 

Enough for All can fit in and contribute. 

 

 

WELLBEING WATERLOO REGION 
Waterloo Region’s equity-focused work began in 2018, with a focus on connecting community across 

sectors, including by listening and creating spaces. They actively challenge systems of oppression, and 

work toward equity, to achieve equitable outcomes and to ensure that everyone has what they need to 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/lets-talk-poverty/id1585005840
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/lets-talk-poverty/id1585005840
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succeed. The collaborative works in a way that puts 

humanity before the work, and gives people “a push, but 

with a hug,” in order to challenge ways of thinking that 

are either not working or are working for them and not 

for others. 
 

In 2019, they became more intentional about their equity 

work by bringing together a Systems Change Champions 

Table that was tasked to eliminate barriers to well-being. 

This table ties into the region’s Community Safety and 

Well-Being Plan, and addresses power imbalances, silos, 

unresponsive systems, and unfair accountability. In the 

same year, they launched and made publicly available a three-part challenging systemic barriers video 

series (part 1, part 2, part 3) with Kike Ojo Thompson, inclusive of a discussion and user guide.  

 

 

Ways that the collaborative has shifted mindsets and taken an active approach to equity includes 

having run cross sectoral trainings on issues such as White Supremacy and runs 30-day equity 

challenges. They resource, hold space for, and support the first region-wide First Nations advisory 

circle – an idea that came out of community consultations – and include Journey to Reconciliation 

pieces in each of their newsletters to keep community consciousness around equity front and centre. 

 

Plans for next steps include continuing their collaborative Theory of Change journey in a way that 

mitigates power imbalances and updating the collaborative’s stipend and honorarium framework to 

ensure that it serves its function to compensate folks with lived/living expertise of health inequities 

equitably and meaningfully. They are looking to formalize their commitments to anti-oppression, and 

are starting to think about how to re-conceptualize governance (e.g. through collaborative agenda 

setting, or by scrapping agendas altogether to allow the focus of meetings to move to what’s coming 

up). Last, they are interested in exploring municipal Human Resource and financial opportunities that 

support equal or equitable compensation. 

 
WINNIPEG POVERTY REDUCTION COUNCIL 
 

In 2015, WRPC developed a framework for action that included 10 strongly connected aspirations. In 

recent years, their work has become focused on the aspiration of Income as a leverage point for change 

Wellbeing Waterloo Region is a 

place-based community 

collaborative aimed at 

strengthening the social fabric of 

the region with a focus on 

building connections and 

relationships. Their vision is a 

community where everybody 

thrives and nobody is left behind. 

 

Reflecting on the powerful unexamined ideas that form our worldview, and the 

bias they instill, can block or unlock the full potential of our neighbourhoods and 

community members.  

– Kike Ojo-Thompson, Challenging Systemic Barriers: The Equity Lens 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlMv40-YoNs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wiCd6Hxitps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MqT5oz9nGe0
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and has led to a deep dive on their TRC 92: Youth 

Employment Lab initiative2.  

 

Based on feedback from the WRPC and the broader 

community, in 2021, the Council became more intentional 

about equity work by launching a new model. Their new 

social innovation lab was designed to intentionally center 

Indigenous youth voices. It draws heavily on the wisdom, 

knowledge, and experience of the community that is most 

directly impacted – in this case, local Indigenous partners. It 

builds on collective impact and systems change but moves to 

a more action-oriented approach that requires both a 

different way of working and a different way of showing up.  

 

WPRC’s model ‘flips the script,’ as instead of 

trying to get youth to fit into existing companies 

and corporate standards, their efforts focus on 

making systems change within the companies 

themselves. It creates space to think outside the 

box and shifts mindsets by leveraging the 

Council’s unique position of being able to speak 

the language of, and build relationships across the 

government, private, and non-profit sectors. 

 

WPRC’s guiding strategies include workplace 

transformation and transitions to employment. 

Their ‘build-measure-learn’ process involves: 

 

• Hearing from youth themselves about 

barriers to employment 

• Prototyping solutions with a company 

who can test them out 

• Once they are happy that a solution is 

sustainable, scaling it out to other 

companies 

 

Actions that the WPRC undertakes that demonstrate an active approach to equity-building include:  

 

• Ensuring culturally safe workspaces for Indigenous youth  

• Finding solutions and offering training that support youth transitions from pre-employment to 

 
2 The Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Call to Action #92 calls on the corporate sector’s role in reconciliation. 

Winnipeg Poverty Reduction Council 

is an initiative of United Way that 

brings together multi-sector leaders 

to work collaboratively at addressing 

the underlying causes of poverty. 

Their approach is based on the belief 

that greater impact is possible when 

we work across conventional 

boundaries, connecting and aligning 

our efforts and resources to transform 

the conditions that lead to poverty. 

 

Social Innovation Frameworks 

Social innovation frameworks involve defining 
a problem and mapping the system to gain a 
deeper understanding of the dynamics that 
hold a challenge in place. They get people 
from different backgrounds and sectors into 
one room to co-create and test solutions and 
to move to action. Key benefits include that 
these frameworks: 

• Create space for co-creation with the 
people most impacted by the 
challenge being addressed; 

• Emphasize the power of shifting 
power dynamics; 

• Allows an initiative to be very 
responsive to existing and arising 
challenges in a community; and, 

• Connects individual efforts with 
collective engagement and action. 

https://wprc.ca/youth-employment-trc-92/
https://wprc.ca/youth-employment-trc-92/
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employment and financial stability 

• Working with the private sector to education 

companies around TRC 92 and to make 

changes within their workplace policies 

• Partnering with more than 30 corporations to 

teach about TRC and how to incorporate DEI 

and indigenous engagement to workplaces 

from long-term perspective 

• Convening an Employer Consortium of 

companies where solutions can be scaled to 

 
VILLE DE MONTRÉAL SERVICE DE LA 

DIVERSITÉ ET DE L'INCLUSION SOCIALE 
 

In 2018, the City of Montreal created space to think 

outside the box with new partners by holding a large public 

consultation on racism and discrimination where 800 

people participated. The follow up report, released in 

2020, led the City to become more intentional about their 

equity-building work. They formally recognized systemic 

racism and discrimination, which moved it from a 

departmental to a city-wide priority, which including top 

level direction and buy-in.  

 

The report included 38 recommendations that have helped 

to advance the City’s work in Gender Based Analysis Plus (GBA+) and intersectionality. A key 

recommendation was that the City of Montreal adopt an action plan (with targets, a budget, progress 

indicators, and a timeline) for the implementation of GBA+ across all action plans, policies, programs, 

projects and budgets. Many of the GBA+ tools used by the City of Montreal uses were drawn from the 

Federal Government and applied to their local context. 

 

 

The City recognized that to implement these recommendations across departments, they would need 

to start internally. They have so far trained more than 1000 people from across departments, 

The City of Montréal’s Service for 

Diversity and Inclusion is composed 

of four divisions engaged in making 

Montreal a city accessible for 

everyone. From poverty reduction, 

to fighting against discrimination and 

homelessness, as well as urban 

security and newcomer integration, 

the SDIS is working towards greater 

inclusion and diversity in the City. 

GBA+ is a tool for governance, a mainstreamed approach, an engagement for 

inclusion, a lever to anticipate, understand, analyse, understand, deconstruct and 

transform discriminatory practices that are profoundly entrenched and systemic in 

Montreal.      

– OCPM, 2020, p. 49  

 

Gender-Based Analysis Plus (GBA+) 

The GBA+ approach supports us to 
understand the challenges that diverse 
people and populations experience. 

• It is a process, a tool and method 
for analysis and action  

• It aims to fight against all 
existing discriminations  

• It takes into account rights and 
specific realities of people that 
face multiple discriminations 

https://www.canada.ca/en/polar-knowledge/reports/departmental-plans/2021-2022/gender-based-analysis-plus.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/corporate/publications-manuals/departmental-plan-2020-2021/gender-based-analysis-plus.html
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including professionals, managers and elected officials, thus shifting mindsets and providing them 

with the tools they need to take action. They have also grown to have 145 peer educators that now 

accompany a wide range of City projects (e.g. from infrastructure through social development). 

 

In 2021, the City created an office with a Commissioner that works on systemic racism. This office 
developed the 2021-2021 Solidarity, Equity and Inclusion action plan, for which GBA+ is applied as a 
guiding principle. To help move this plan to practice, the Department of Diversity and Social Inclusion 
is taking the lead on implementing 30 of its 70 actions.  
 
Actions from the City of Montreal that demonstrate their committed and active approach  

include: 

• Collecting intersectional data, including a City-wide survey on inclusion of immigrants 

• Community funding for projects aimed at fighting racism, discrimination, and poverty, 

supporting children and youth, and preventing urban violence 

• Implementing GBA+ in five City departments, including taking an intersectional approach, and 

coaching staff to ensure they are comfortable using associated tools and approaches 

• Deploying a mobile social intervention and mediation team that provides a rapid response to 

conflict, distress, or cohabitation situations 

• Running capacity building workshops on anti-racism, discrimination, and intersectional 

approaches for organizations 

• Hosting a well-attended monthly Community of Practice where people from across Montreal 

discuss what’s working, challenges, and lessons learned 

 

The City of Montreal’s lessons learned for creating winning conditions include that: 

• Institutional willingness and adequate and stable human and financial resources are key; 

• Equity-building is a long-term progress that requires coaching ad capacity along the way; and, 

• Evaluating, systematizing, and sharing results supports the work to get entrenched City-wide 

 

Montreal’s future plans include developing a lexicon to define equity-related terms and how they 

interrelate, as well as working towards a human rights-based approach to equity. 

 

 

 
TOP TAKEAWAYS 
 
CEP member communities tackle anti-racism by bringing together system stakeholders, community 

voices and those with lived experience. Diverse representation highlights intersectionality - how 

systems of inequality based on gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and other forms of 

discrimination "intersect" to create unique dynamics and effects. Understanding these effects is key to 

dismantling systemic racism and discrimination. 

 

https://montreal.ca/en/articles/solidarity-equity-and-inclusion-plan-so-no-one-left-behind-20662
https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/2faa580d-d127-4a30-a79a-1ebf9d255f9b
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Anti-poverty initiatives cannot get external credibility if they are not doing the internal work first. 

Organizations, governments, and non-profits must formally recognize racism and adopt action plans 

that include targets, budgets, progress indicators and timelines. Board members, staff, leadership, and 

volunteers should receive mandatory training and decolonize HR policies and represent the 

populations served. 

 

Adopting an Equity Framework grounds anti-poverty work and provides an internal and external 

compass. The framework should be relationship-centred, responsive, and representative of those with 

lived or living experience. A framework allows organizations to hold space for bold ideas to come 

forward in areas where work needs to happen. 

 

Equity building is long-term progress; it requires coaching, training, and commitment. Making brave 

decisions to dismantle systems requires budget resources, centring racialized individuals' voices, and 

evaluation. It recognizes that while programmatic efforts are well-meaning, significant policy shifts are 

necessary. 

 

Five quick action items to implement: 

• Targeted media campaigns to create opportunities for learning and conversation 

• Ensure organizations are as diverse as the population they serve 

• Reframe work with anti-racist and anti-oppressive language 

• Provide training and capacity-building opportunities for staff, board, and volunteers 

• Support organizations aimed at fighting racism, discrimination, and poverty 

 

READ MORE 
   

• Alberni-Clayoquot Regional District: Alberni Clayoquot Health Network 

• Waterloo: Wellbeing Waterloo Region 

• Vancouver: City of Vancouver Strategic Initiatives Team 

• Ville de Montréal: Service de la diversité et de l'inclusion sociale 

Winnipeg: Winnipeg Poverty Reduction Council - Given your vast experience with Winnipeg’s TRC92 and 
related work,  

• Saskatoon Poverty Reduction Partnership 

• Edmonton - Given your vast experience working to eliminate racism as a top priority and EPE game 

changer, we would love for you to be a part of this round robin session to share about your 

approach as well as hearing from others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tamarackcommunity.ca/e3t/Ctc/WV+113/c20p904/VWbTPr2tfRvtW3xx9qZ8-d9LQW8DFYQL4K-K6TN8Zqh815nCVVV3Zsc37CgQ_JW1C9TkY5HSKPmW2pn_yQ6yRl7CV8ZyWl75vXXnW6dmwYb4_5cq5W4Mzf_G7XtVGgN8ZlnH1xgY9ZW5Qc3H63YG7rTN6gyfpMLf6fKW58kct31QmLCzW1kZWKq4_hSWTW37B4PV2YtSvSW197fGv905ybJW5W9T3Y1FRgzDW8TsJy98MM9NBW9jt4XB8vYph_W3dqNYk7w1BXKW2j6b6Q1pFXJyW2D4hmW7-135nW1J8Lhf7qm8rKW5J9Bwk6CH3zyW4hJfpZ4f1frQW8QZRxr6LT2lcW7bSq7d6Jr9GrW26N5YH86HMhTN6lpQr6VM2LSW7QdzCz3LMKD3W12CvHF6r4cCkT9Fj_7D_jQqW7WJhm7248vvRW5TczZr2Nc7q9W1FYFqn2lMJ0kW5psg811YTrcsW3VsnW867FjBWN5GN7NSgfVGRW90Qd2R6KRwRYW906Sqq5g6p0vVRwk6H68WhDbW4gswN768X8hCW12q_Pm6Lh4JYW4t6KBq21LfQt3hXt1
https://www.tamarackcommunity.ca/e3t/Ctc/WV+113/c20p904/VWbTPr2tfRvtW3xx9qZ8-d9LQW8DFYQL4K-K6TN8Zqh8X5nCWNV3Zsc37CgXmmN1M-WPZpnv3xW7HtDSg5RrwDbW1hsVsd8k57FcW4T-_WM87rLKjW4ZWTxf7tlsxXW5sVvPs4kTVcMN4Nlhc7LNMnNMrQmGj51dPfW8x2Tzf1BYhK7VPyvJ35_rJWSMZL4FRHjgglW8WgyLg6dbvv_N24hLzyp6lykW2Q3Bcc6f5T-RW8jP9vr53yLZwW1bRGs38dfccYW5WFHQX1w1wkwW2hsCG44zXqfNN1F7VbTskMRCW6WMbNY8lrvBnW7Jd_wG4CbfzRW6h5YXb8rbd6qW6sRgRh7B1flKW7gV12d2cX_nYW1Gz2GC3Ygx2dW6hNQKQ1dNZ0xN5-2BC_9n8ZbW8GmhVr3HSkvkW8zqGb97M4SzHN3mpptvC0TZbW5fwC3R4sQj0WW2N9ggH5Q-qlyW7jhsV35n3plmW3NNp6w6cvNC7W1ChnB62PgTgzW3SL3yY3Cdcd4W8MjNT_5l3MfsW8my8KW8gBfbkW3WcRnQ7Z9Z_CW831YKw60wV5pW1CtHZ83xt84RW32pmMj4Z83-gW1jnQdx99jvgqVpr5d48qxgFCW3YlSWh8K_bkYMSS29lD_VyJ3dVh1
https://www.tamarackcommunity.ca/e3t/Ctc/WV+113/c20p904/VWbTPr2tfRvtW3xx9qZ8-d9LQW8DFYQL4K-K6TN8Zqh7L5nCVBV3Zsc37CgYXmW95L7-389rdnZW7d2v8X3k-3wgW6JjW_Q1HZyxHW79D84h4FV6RJW90ZQx_42HY2mVkqBc468_CDNW5NCxw_7tcQgPW8__WcD6q6J2rN15r7MzMlBr9W8K8p7t79jtKDW3fLTym69k2b-W2VXZP54_cPnyW7dPhlz823cLXW7pd6dy4ZKww5W93ft_F2FVXj4W3dp5-n2_3J9QW6TFxpD1B5t_7W4sHMZK7V_SnbW8p7Qzn61-b1GW5bk1dM541jhFW8t1ldD8p50R-W7-3g-57BtxFMW7lfjKg4Y7DxgN3dxDRCK9-7bV2V5PT7Vkvq3Vf5M4J7z0892W7Sx5pP8PfhxfW8PLgWg1s4tpCW3YhGWP55-RFcW8l6X561W4HHCW7BzJmX2JlC0-W5SWZvR1RMrnnW5k2cDn10gTLwVQckyL3MLqSCVq1wtC8hMx56W9k7DzN8dvjrYW7Jtq2F6WdqvnW7hR8vd1KG5-M3m2H1
https://www.tamarackcommunity.ca/e3t/Ctc/WV+113/c20p904/VWbTPr2tfRvtW3xx9qZ8-d9LQW8DFYQL4K-K6TN8Zqh8X5nCWNV3Zsc37CgR9MW4ppPlS77l-m4MmnW8ht6DnYW87VHQn4fpLzsN3xmKQRdF1YQW10g5V25GDfPYW1DwVst6wHNDSN5RNM7HQXJdjW2PL7KZ6VxY7-W8sGD9B1qJYG2W4KS74d2QzDhGW5CsmnQ94HkwFN5J_8kF2M4zPMtkP3fSHPy2W2_Lyb25RRH87N4B9cY7Xw9-GW23lPBg2Zp0YNW2B1Gk03ZgGzBW5qW7tX6JKRG_W7xxDdQ93tDSlW400ctp7-02bnW2vhjgc8tgsPbW4nHsyy4P03jsW2Hd9wK3YHH5mMhTYGcWKpKTV92Ln04C14FKW60PlTr5Sw4SXW91BlkL3dVVfLW55-phn6ycR_8W8CYlRr2yc0bnW3JwYVw8GcgLHW8JvpsJ28YhNLVfMgSZ62m-4WW7LZyRC2f4p14W25m9MP8Y8CHcW6LQ9tB4bx0CsW726NVB1RbMdwW2R_N377njBfBW2dlDHy6jyKXjW7y2M8B3P9wR9W5CcMdN5nhTCvW1wYttp2FsKJ0W4sDdjd5kGKBzN5JvYMrTg1Z2N56dbSnn4qW4N2NRcXqtq6ZRW4PS8Qp1T74FJ3p_g1
https://www.tamarackcommunity.ca/e3t/Ctc/WV+113/c20p904/VWbTPr2tfRvtW3xx9qZ8-d9LQW8DFYQL4K-K6TN8Zqh775nCT_V3Zsc37CgRNqW4Jnlgm9191yDW2mX9Sr6lM_nlW9dtgys6pVlfZW5MV1hS2LG4h7W3Nxq0p6BcVfMW3r_7G11g600bW8H1-l344B_K8W1H54ky4GYjVPN70Nkprdwkf-W6sxr0s68cR5zN32dtf5-ggXjW3tx14q7vvS-3W5xRnPM99p7wBN7R2LwFT58GzW91gBkw87CFNkW7n3qkk5pBfVMW6M6gfB5K5W-5W7JpjNW8T243JW4sXq3v2_WqgLW2VfGNF7kGYH-W1xV85-6MN38NW4_kdVS3QJqJsMWqJgZRWM0CVx47_v3g-W6QV9pgKp4whMd0W6wwfkP3VMK8yW57gwCM50rM1qW62jQ3V3nlz-YW2j_Jdc15vC34VsYDkl10LHdRW7kXBFZ5-7H8zW1yQmfM549CRvW6BQ2pm1yHZMhN4z1F3LBx_2f34_X1
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